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Abstract. A new algorithm for the rate control of videos con-
sidering the sensitivity of the human visual system (HVS) is
presented. The method adopts the three-step structure of
MPEG-2 Test Model 5 (TM5) rate control, while a new mea-
sure for the macroblock (MB) activity based on spatiotempo-
ral sensitivity is introduced. Experimental results show that
the proposed activity measure outperforms the spatial activ-
ity of TM5 in picture quality. © 2005 Society of Photo-Optical Instru-
mentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1920068]
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1 Introduction

The conventional rate control algorithms can be classi
into two classes according to whether they use the r
quantizer ~R-Q! model or not. The model based a
proaches, such as H.263 TMN Ver. 10~TMN10!1 and
MPEG-4 Verification Model Ver. 8~VM8!2 have been con-
sidered as rate control for maximizing the video quality a
given bandwidth. However, they are inappropriate for u
in a wide variety of bit rates. Among model-free a
proaches, the MPEG-2 TM5 rate control3 is the most rep-
resentative. It consists of three steps to adapt the MB qu
tization parameter for controlling the bit rates.3,4 Among
them, the adaptive quantization step modulates the qua
zation parameter adaptively according to the spatial acti
of the MB, considering the characteristic of the human p
ception. The human perception, however, depends not
on the spatial activity but also on the temporal activity
the MB. Based on this observation, we propose a new s
tiotemporal activity measure for adaptive quantization.

2 Overview on TM5 Rate Control

The first step of the TM5 rate control is the target bit al
cation. Based on several factors including the picture ty
buffer fullness, and picture complexity, the number of b
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available for coding the current picture is estimated. T
second step is the rate control step. In this step, the num
of bits for each MB is determined by the rate control alg
rithm within a picture, and then a quantization paramete
derived from the number of bits available for the MB to b
coded. Adaptive quantization is the last step of the TM
rate control. It is noted that for active areas or busy are
the human eyes are not so sensitive to the quantiza
noise, while the smooth areas are more sensitive to
quantization noise according to the frequency masking
fect of the HVS. Based on this property, the adaptive qu
tization modulates the quantization parameter obtai
from the previous step in such a way to increase it
active areas and reduce it for smooth areas.

3 Adaptive Quantization Using Spatiotemporal
Activity Measure

The adaptive quantization in the TM5 considers only t
spatial characteristic of the human visual perception. Th
the quantization parameter is modulated according to
spatial activity measure of the current MB. There still,
fact, exists another feature in the HVS called tempo
masking, which can be suitably used to enhance the pe
mance of the adaptive quantization. Temporal mask
states that it takes a while for the HVS to adapt itself to
scene when the scene changes abruptly. During this tra
tion the HVS is not sensitive to details. Considering bo
spatial and temporal masking properties of the HVS,
perceptual performance improvements can be obtained
introducing an adaptive quantization based on the s
tiotemporal MB activity.

In the proposed method, the modulated quantization
rameter for thejth MB is obtained by

mquantj5Qj•NIactj ~1!

whereQj is the quantization parameter obtained in the s
ond step of TM5 rate control, andNIactj is the MB activ-
ity factor, which is calculated as

NIactj5a•NIactj
s1~12a!•NIactj

t . ~2!

The above equation indicates that, differently from TM
the activity factor of the current MB is calculated as t
weighted sum of the spatial activity factorNIactj

s and the
temporal activity factorNIactj

t , which are calculated as

NIactj
s5

23actj
s1avgIacts

actj
s123avgIacts

~3!

NIactj
t5

23actj
t1avgIactt

actj
t123avgIactt

Table 1 Performance comparison.

Input sequence

TM5 Proposed

PSNR Rate QP PSNR Rate QP

Carphone 37.26 127.92 13.85 37.99 128.02 14.00
Coastguard 30.23 127.87 20.02 31.11 128.13 19.52
Container 39.15 127.98 8.48 40.19 128.17 8.71
Foreman 35.18 128.00 16.39 35.90 127.88 16.16
-1 June 2005/Vol. 44(6)
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Lee, Kim, and Kim: Spatiotemporal adaptive quantization . . .
Fig. 1 Results of the ‘‘Coastguard’’ sequence: (a) generated bits;
(b) PSNR.
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act rate control results. In the respect of average PSNR
proposed method shows improvements about 0.7–1.1
over the TM5. Figure 1 shows the number of generated
and PSNR values of the ‘‘Coastguard’’ sequence. Note t
there is a little bit larger interframe variation in bit rates
the proposed method. This indicates that the propo
method modulates the number of bits so that more bits
allocated to stationary frames. The results of Table 1 a
Fig. 1 show that the spatiotemporal activity measure for
adaptive quantization is superior to the spatial activity m
sure in TM5 in objective picture quality. Figure 2 shows t
reconstructed frames of the 87th frame of the ‘‘Coastgua
sequence. It can be seen that, in the background and
right sea of the white coast guard ship~circled areas!, the
proposed method shows better picture quality. This dem
strates that the proposed method assigns more bits to
areas than the area of the fast-moving ship.
5 Conclusions

This letter proposes a TM5-like video rate control alg
rithm using a new adaptive quantization scheme. In
method, considering the temporal characteristic of the
man perception, a spatiotemporal MB activity measure
the adaptive quantization is proposed. By evaluating
MB temporal activity according to the magnitude of th
motion vector, the quantization parameter can be mo
lated so that more bits are assigned to the more percep
still areas.
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Fig. 2 Reconstructed frames: (a) TM5; (b) proposed.
whereavgIacts and avgIactt are the average values o
the spatial activity measureactj

s and the temporal activity
measureactj

t of the last picture to be encoded, respective
actj

s andactj
t for the jth MB are calculated as

actj
s511 Min

sblk51,8
~varIsblk!

~4!actj
t511uMvp~ j !u

where varIsblk is the variance of each spatial 838 block,
andMvp( j ) is the predicted motion vector of thejth MB.
For the case where the motion vector for the current MB
not available in rate control process, such as the H.
video encoder, we use the predicted motion vector inst
of the motion vector in Eq.~4!.

The parametera in Eq. ~2! is the weight of the spatia
activity in the MB activity factor. For intrapictures,a51.0
is used, and for interpicturesa50.5 is used. Note tha
a51.0 means the TM5 rate control algorithm.

4 Experimental Results

To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorith
four standard test sequences of ‘‘Carphone,’’ ‘‘Containe
‘‘Coastguard,’’ and ‘‘Foreman’’ are used in the experime
and the results are compared with those of the TM5. T
rate control algorithms are implemented on the H.264/AV
JM2.0 video codec.5 The frame rate is 30 frames/s, and t
input sequences of 4:2:0 QCIF format are coded at
channel rate of 128 kbps. Except for the first frame, wh
is intracoded, all the subsequent frames are predict
coded.

Table 1 shows the average performance over 100 fra
of both methods. It is noted that both methods provide
-2 June 2005/Vol. 44(6)


